How to Install a 21 Speed Upgrade kit on Spike and Terrain Models
Instruction pictures are from a Spike, but the procedure is the same on Terrain Models.
Tools Required: Crank Puller, Adjustable Wrench, Pedal Wrench, Cable Cutter,
Bottom Bracket Remover, Set Metric Allen Wrenches, 9/16” Socket

Step 1: Remove Pedals using a Pedal wrench. Remember Left Pedal has reverse Threads

Step 2: Remove plastic caps from crank arms and remove bolts using a 9/16” Socket.

Step 3: Using a Crank Puller, remove both sides of the crankset.. Once you have done that
you will see the bottom bracket.

Step 4: Using a Bottom Bracket Tool (Wrench or Socket plus an adjustable wrench)
remove the old bottom bracket. Start with the non chain ring side (L) . This loosens
normally. Then remove the right side. The right side has REVERSE threads- it loosens
clockwise.

Step 5: Insert the new bottom bracket starting with the right side (tightens counter
clockwise) Then insert the left side. Tighten them both snug using the bottom bracket
wrench.

Step 6: Take your new crankset and put on the square tapers of the new bottom bracket.
Using the provided bolts tighten them to the bottom bracket using an 8 mm Allen Wrench.
Reattach the pedals to the new crankset. And put the chain on the crankset rings.

Step 7: Remove the little silver screw and washer from the inside of the new Front
Derailleur. This will allow you to open it up to put the chain in without removing chain
links.

Step 8: Install Front Derailleur on Derailleur Post . Open up derailleur where you removed
that screw to allow chain to go in. Reinsert and tighten that small screw and washer that
you removed in step 7. Tighten the Front Derailleur using a 5 mm allen wrench. Make sure
it is rotated parallel to the chain rings and high enough so it can clear the largest chain
ring when extended.

Step 9: Remove the left handlebar grip. Put the new front shifter on the handlebar and
tighten with allen wrench. Replace grip- you might want to either cut the grip a little
smaller or purchase a “shorty grip”

Step 10: Thread the derailleur cable through the new cable housing. Place the “Boom
Cable Guide” into the hole in the boom as shown. Put the chain in the smallest ring, turn
the shifter to “1” and tighten the cable in the front derailleur using a 5 mm allen wrench.
You want just a little slack in the cable bit not much. Using the provided cable ferule, put
over the end of the cable and crimp.

Adjustments: Use some tie wraps to attach the new cable housing to the handlebars and
frame. You will probably have to do some adjusting of the new front derailleur. There are
2 limit screws on top- the one nearest the derailleur posts adjusts the inner limit, the one
on the outside adjusts the inner limit. It is also possible now that you have a bigger
chainring that you will need to add a few links of chain.

